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Life as a Hired Girl in
South Dakota, 1907-1908:
A Woman Journalist Reflects

MAURINE HOFFMAN BEASLEY

Americans today regard women of the turn-of-the-century era
as falling into two chief categories: the unselfish mother who
acted as moral mentor and the conventional varieties of "bad"
women.' Actually, however, it is only reasonable to assume that
these women, like women in all periods and places, represented
an infinite variety of personality and character although always
constrained by a society that defined women's roles much differently than men's. Since women's history has been a neglected
area, little attention has been paid to the degrees of differences
among women who lived on the farms and villages of the Middle
Border after the frontier era ended.
All, except obvious "bad" women, have been lumped together
into a category labeled domestic. As historian Lewis Atherton
describes the popular conception of their role, marriage and
motherhood "constituted the natural and most honored vocation
for women." Although subordinated to the husband, the wife occupied an important position, primarily in respect to her ability
1. Sec Dee Brown, The Gentle Tamers: Women of the Old Wild West (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press. 1958). See also Duncan Aikman. Calamity Jane and
the Lady Wildcats (New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1927).
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to be a "good cook and housekeeper."^ But what of the married
woman who did not glory in housewifery? Surely not all women
labored with love over the stove and washboard. Unfortunately,
history has tended to overlook the dissatisfied housewife and the
miserable mother.
The unfinished autobiography of Lorena A. Hickok, recently
made available to researchers, helps fill in the lack of information
about the lives of ordinary women at the end of the frontier
period. From humble origins, Hickok became one of the most outstanding female journalists of the early twentieth century and a
close friend of Eleanor Roosevelt. In her fragmentary autobiography, written in the 1950s, Hickok reflected on the women with
whom she came in contact during a deprived adolescence in South
Dakota.^ Her graphic descriptions of these individuals offer new
insights into the lives of small-town women in communities that
had recently passed through the frontier experience.
Hickok, daughter of an itinerant buttermaker, was born in East
Troy, Wisconsin, in 1893, just three years after the frontier was
officially declared closed. She spent her childhood traveling
throughout the upper Middle West since her father's inability to
hold a job kept the family moving from town to town. In 1907,
when Hickok was fourteen, her mother died and the young girl
was forced to leave home —then in the small prairie town of
Bowdle, South Dakota —to earn her own living.' Since middleclass housewives commonly took in girls to help with the
housework, it was not difficult for her to find employment, and
Hickok herself is an example of the many young women who
spent their adolescent years in domestic service at the turn of the
century.
2. Lewis Atherton, Main Street on the Middle Border (Bloomington; Indiana
University Press. 1954). p. 86.
3. The fragmentary autobiography is included in the sixteen-thousand-page collection of Lorena Hickok's papers opened to researchers in 1978 at the Franklin D.
Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, N. Y. (hereafter referred to as FDRL). The papers
also contain over three thousand letters exchanged between Hickok and Eleanor
Roosevelt during a thirty-year period. See Doris Faber, The Life of Lorena Hickok
E.R. 's Friend (New York; William Morrow, 1980). The tone of some of the letters
has caused writers to speculate on the nature of the relationship between Roosevelt and Hickok. See Deidre Carmody, "Letters by Eleanor Roosevelt Detail
Friendship with Lorena Hickok," New York Times, 21 Oct. 1979, p. 34, and Henry
Mitchell, Megan Rosenfeld, and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "Eleanor Roosevelt and
the Styles of Friendship." Washington Post. 23 Oct. 1979, pp. Cl-2. 4.
4. Lorena A. Hickok, Chapter I: "The Making of an Introvert." pp. 6-7, Unfinished Autohiography, Hickok Papers. FDKL.
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As a servant girl, Hickok fulfilled a vital, although littlerecognized, role in a society where women's work was never
done. Housekeeping, in an era before automatic appliances, consumed nearly all of a woman's waking hours if properly done.
Doggerel told the story: "Here lies a poor woman, who always
was tired; She lived in a house where help was not hired."* "Hired
5. Stephen W. Sears, Murray Belsky, and Douglas Tunstell, Hometown U.S.A.
(New York: American Heritage Publishing Co., 1976), p. 79.

At the turn of tke century, women's work was never done. InSpearfish,
South Dakota, Mrs. John Murray washes clothes without the aid of
modem appliances (about 1905).
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girls" were paid wages, which might be as high as four dollars a
week, but they were relatively rare in South Dakota where cash
was frequently in short supply. More common were "girls," usually the daughters oí farmers or ranchers, who worked for their
room and board while going to high schools.'
Overweight, awkward, hungry for affection, which rarely came
her way, Hickok described herself as a trial to her employers.
During a two-year period, she worked for nine different employers in Bowdle and, as she put it, "in a couple of other dusty little Dakota towns, and in the metropolis, Aberdeen, so big that its
houses had street numbers." She never stayed long in any one
place, noting, "I was fired from four, one I ran away from, one I
quit, my father removed me from two, and my last employer gave
up in despair."' It was this final employer who contacted relatives
of Hickok's mother and arranged for Hickok to live with them so
she could finish high school.
From her stay in so many different households, Hickok gained
intimate knowledge of a variety of housewives. As she makes
plain in her autobiography, by no means were they all alike. Some
seemed happy and loving; the majority appeared to be bitter and
mean. Some displayed warmth and kindness; others offered only
hostility. One made Hickok a bosom companion in lack of any
other. Some cared about housekeeping; others were totally indifferent. None fit the sentimentalized version of womanhood promoted in McGuffey Readers and other popular literature of the
day.»
As she started her first job, Hickok was happy to be able to get
away from home. She detested her father, an ill-tempered tyrant
who had whipped her repeatedly and had made her mother's life
miserable. Told to leave home by the housekeeper, who was her
father's mistress, she quickly complied. When the housekeeper,
whom her father later married, told her, "You'd better see about
it [leaving] today," Hickok did just that. Aided by a schoolmate's
mother, she lined up a room-and-board situation with "young Mrs.
O'Reilly," who had two children under three years old. After
school Hickok went home, packed her clothes in a canvas "tele6. Hickok, Chapter II (untitled), p. 1, Unfinished Autobiography, Hickok Papers,
FDRL. See also Faye C. Lewis, Nothing to Make a Shadow (Ames: Iowa State
University Press, 1971), p. 151. Lewis worked for her board and room while attending school in Dallas, South Dakota.
7. Hickok, Chapter II, p. 1.
8. See Atherton, Main Street mi the Middle Border, pp. 70-71.
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scope," and proceeded, without regret, to the home of the
O'Reillys.'
This household, perhaps, was the happiest that Hickok encountered as a servant. She described Mrs. O'Reilly as "slender, greyeyed, with heavy ash blonde hair which she wore in a loose knot
on the top of her head . . , one of the most beautiful women I had
ever seen." Household chores got done "in an effortless sort of
way." There was lots of laughter and no scolding of the children,
the husband, or even of Hickok, "an over-grown, sleepy adolescent, inclined to be sullen and suspicious."^"

Lorena Hickok's family, photographed shortly before her mother's
death, includes, from left to right, Lorena, Anna Hickok imotherl. Myrtle
¡sister), Addison Hickok ¡father), and Ruby Isister).

In addition, living with the O'Reillys introduced Hickok to the
ways of Catholics, who were viewed askance in an area infused
with Protestant morality." Hickok's mother's family, for instance, were New Englanders "whose suspicion of Catholics
amounted to an obsession." Her famUy's prejudices had caused
9. Hickok, Chapter II, pp. 2-4.
10. Ibid., pp. 5-6.
11. See Atherton, Main Street on the Middle Border, p. 74.
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Boarding houses or hotels in the small towns of South Dakota hired a
number of women and girls in the early 1900s. The above photograph
shows the kitchen and staff of the Windsor House in Ashto% South
Dakota, about thirty miles south of Aberdeen. Below is the dining area.
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eyebrows to go up and the word "Catholic" to be whispered
"whenever I mentioned the name of an Irish child at school,"
Hickok recalled. In the O'Reilly household, Hickok learned what
she had dimly suspected —that Catholics were not "any different
from the rest of us," although both the husband and wife made
"some sort of fluttering gestures before their faces with their
hands before eating" and burned "a fat little white candle in a red
glass" in their bedroom. She admired Mr. O'Reuly, a short, sturdy
man with laughing blue eyes, who puttered around the house
singing Irish songs and always accompanied his wife to church,
unlike most of the Protestant husbands who attended chiefly on
special occasions."
This "bright interlude" lasted only four months —until
Hickok's father and the housekeeper were married and moved to
Aberdeen. The father insisted that Hickok come to Aberdeen and
take a job in a boarding house. Although Hickok was supposed to
be attending school, the only memories she recalled from this
period were of the miserable existence she led;
I lived at the kitchen sink, with mountains of dirty dishes, oceans of
greasy, scummy dish water, and an endless succession of dish towels that
were always grey and damp and smelly, and aching back and legs and
arms. Between dishes I waited on table, made beds and helped with the
desultory cleaning.'^

The landlady, "a high-bosomed, sharp-featured little woman, with
frizzy hair, a perpetual frown between cold, myopic blue eyes, a
gold tooth that showed when she talked, and a high, thin voice,"
set little stock on housekeeping and cooking. After each meal, all
scraps of bread left on the table were tossed into a mice-infested
cabinet, which was swept out weekly so the accumulated scraps
could be made into dressing. Hickok started to collect a nickel a
head from the boarders by warning them when the dressing
would appear on the table. The landlady fired her within a
month."
Hickok obtained her next two jobs by answering want-ads in
the newspaper. First, she worked for a month in the neat, wellordered home of a "well-to-do couple who had the most beautiful
baby I had ever seen." These were "gentle people, kindly and
courteous," and the wife insisted that Hickok go to school every
day. Hickok, remembering herself as a "sloppy savage," had no
12. Hickok, Chapter II, p. 5.
13. Ibid., p. 7.
14. Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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suitable clothes for school or for work in such a household. She
had outgrown her dresses and had to stuff "wads of paper into
the soles of my shoes that winter because the snow and pebbles
hurt my feet." Soon the mistress gave her notice, claiming a relative was coming to help her with the housework, and Hickok
again consulted the want-ads."
Without decent clothes to wear, Hickok temporarily lost interest in school, and this time she hired out as a three-dollar-a-week
maid to a woman who operated a rooming house for railroad men
down by the railroad tracks. It was never clear to Hickok why the
landlady wanted a maid since "there was no serious attempt at
housekeeping" and the rooms occupied by the railroad men were
never swept or dusted. Her employer spent hours telling Hickok
"endless, detailed stories" about goings-on in Aberdeen's redlight district, the lights of which were visible from the upstairs
window in the rooming house. "Scrawny and dirty, with stringy
grey hair, bad teeth, and a horrible breath," the landlady took
some mysterious powder that Hickok obtained for her at a drug
store. Shortly after Hickok let out a "good resounding yell" when
a railroad man staggered into the "narrow closet" where she
slept, this employer also suggested that Hickok seek employment
elsewhere,"
At this point, Hickok's father installed her as a three-doUar-aweek maid in the home of his new wife's relatives. Recognizing
her dire need for clothing, he provided a few new garments, "suitable for [her] station," and instructed her to turn over her wages
to pay for them. Although the exterior of this new household was
pleasant, "with a wide veranda facing on a shady street," the family life was wretched. Expecting her second unwanted baby, the
wife, who had harbored operatic aspirations before marriage,
went into frequent "fits of rage, screaming and weeping and telling me —and any of the neighbors who cared to listen —that men
should bear the children, and that, if they did, there wouldn't be
so many brats in the world," Hickok recalled. "When she wasn't
screaming with anger, she coughed and whined,""
Hickok, by then fifteen, tried her best, cleaning, cooking, taking care of the baby, waiting on the housewife, doing all the washing and ironing and other chores without "even a kind look from
my mistress." Hopeless, weary, and incredibly lonely, Hickok
15. Ibid., pp. 8-9.
16. Ibid., pp. 10-11,
17. Ibid., p. 12.
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poured out her woes in letters to an old schoolmate in Bowdle.
Word came back that Mrs. Dodd, a widow whose daughter had
died in childbirth, needed help taking care of her three-month-old
granddaughter in Gettysburg, a little town about fifty miles
southwest of Bowdle. Hickok wrote to Mrs. Dodd, who forwarded
money for railroad fare, and slipped out of the Aberdeen household after the family had gone to bed."
Kindly Mrs. Dodd, "with pleasant brown eyes behind shining
spectacles and smooth brown hair, grey at the temples," lived in
the cleanest house Hickok had seen since her mother died. Immediately, she set out to clean up Hickok too, providing scented bath
soap, teaching her how to take care of her hair and hands, and
altering her clothes so they looked more attractive. She also
taught her to do housework with less drudgery, and, as Hickok
remembered later, "She even praised me when I did things
right!" This situation did not last long, for soon Mrs. Dodd received a letter from the baby's father, asking her to bring the
baby and make a home for him in Wisconsin. Since Mrs. Dodd
could not afford to take Hickok with her, she sent her back to
Bowdle to seek another job."
This time, the county superintendent of schools, who remembered Hickok as a good student, took her in his horse and buggy
to live with his mother, a fussy widow in her seventies who operated a big wheat farm outside the town. Although the widow obviously did not want her, she agreed to let Hickok stay to cook for
the threshing crew.*° Hickok never forgot the experience:
I was a squirrel in a sweltering cage, running frantically round and round
in a wheel, never getting anywhere. Dripping perspiration, in clouds of
steam and smoke and soot that caked on my skin and smarted in my eyes
and nostrils, I struggled along, losing ground all the time, through an
agonizing routine of boiling, baking, frying, through bushels of grimy
potato peelings, through sliding avalanches of greasy dishes, with never
enough soap or hot water, shoving hunk after endless hunk of filthy soft
coal into that stove that never got enough. My mistress did not berate
me. She only growled, and, when I got too far behind, grudgingly gave
me a hand.*'

When the threshers left, so did Hickok, to return to Bowdle by
train. By chance, she met her father on the train. He berated her
as ungrateful, told her he could put her in jail for running away
18.
19.
20.
21.

Ibid.,
Ibid..
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

p. 13.
p. 14.
pp. 14-15.
pp. 15-16.
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from her previous employers' home in Aberdeen, and predicted
she would come to no good end. As she listened to him, Hickok
felt a "new and wonderful exhiliration." She realized that she was
no longer "a child, to be cuffed about and beaten." When she got
off the train at Bowdle, he remained aboard. It was the last time
she ever saw her father.''^
Totally on her own now, Hickok was determined that she would
not work for wages but only for board and room so she could attend high school. She was no longer content to remain an "underdog" but wanted to advance in the world. An education became
her only hope of becoming a schoolteacher or possibly attending
business college —the sole possibilities that she could conceive of
in 1908.''»
Within a week, she located a job with a family who represented
the Bowdle "upper crust." The husband was a bank director and
real-estate operator. His wife, "handsome, stylish, ambitious, and
hard," had set a goal of stylish living for her family. They lived in
"a trim grey house surrounded by a smooth lawn and well-kept
shrubbery and flower beds." The children, a three-year-old girl
and a baby, were the best-dressed in the town, and the household
was run on a scale that demanded "all kinds of extra work, extra
laundry, extra cleaning and polishing, countless extra steps.""
Brisk and efficient, the wife soon destroyed Hickok's emerging
self-confidence and insulted her repeatedly, leading Hickok to
conclude, years later, that this woman represented an outstanding example of the American housewife as the "world's worst employer.""
This stylish employer struck a hard bargain: every minute outside of Hickok's school hours belonged to her household. Hickok
recalled:
I used to get started so late mornings that I had to run all the way to
school. Washing and ironing were done at night so that I would be there
to help. I must have carried tons of coal that winter from the coal shed
across the bleak, snowy back yard and into the house for the range and
the base burner. I never did any school homework. I never had time.**

The last straw came when Hickok was late getting home from
school because she had been told to rehearse an oration for a regional contest. After inflicting an awful tirade, her employer an22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

p. 16.
pp. 16-17.
pp. 18-19.
p. 20.
p. 19.
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nounced that Hickok was to scrub the kitchen and pantry the
next morning before going to school. Hickok carried out her
orders, missed half a day of school, and quit her job after finally
telling off her employer."
In desperation, Hickok went to see a former saloon-keeper's
wife considered beyond the pale by the "good women" of the community. About seventy, the woman "dressed expensively in costumes considered outrageous by Bowdle feminine standards,
wore a wig, and painted her face. And it was rumored that she
drank." Although the nice women of Bowdle avoided her, this eccentric woman also had a well-deserved reputation for helping
the poor and unfortunate.^'
Hickok moved into her new employer's crowded, cluttered cottage where little was expected of her in the housekeeping line. Instead, she became a confidante, helping in unsuccessful hunts for
the husband's money, believed buried in the barn, and listening to
the old woman's obscene tales of youthful lovers as she smacked
"her wicked old lips over each lewd detail." With school over for
27. Ibid., pp. 20-21.
28. Ibid., p. 21.

This fashionable home in Bowdle. South Dakota, is similar to those in
which Lorena Hickok and other "girls- worked for room and board.
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the year, Hickok settled into a relaxed routine, sleeping when her
employer slept, "following her about and waiting on her as she
dug through the boxes and rubbish in the barn, trying on dresses
and hats in which even I knew I looked funny," Hickok reminisced.^'
29. Ibid., pp. 22-23.

Lorena Hickok (seated) relaxes with her "Aunt"Ella Ellis in 1936.
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As the summer progressed, this employer began to give some
thought to the future of Hickok, by then sixteen. Given the time
and place, even this unconventional woman's first thought was of
marriage, and she tried her hand at matchmaking. She arranged
for Hickok to have a date with a lad who worked on the railroad,
hoping that marriage would result. The beau vanished, however,
after Hickok slapped him when he tried to kiss her. The old
woman then suggested teaching, but Hickok was still too young
to obtain a position in that field. Finally, the determined woman
pried out of Hickok the address of her mother's cousin, Ella Ellis,
and wrote to her to see if she could provide Hickok with a home,
A letter came back, enclosing railroad fare, and Hickok was never
again to earn her living as a hired girl,^°
After high school in Battle Creek, Michigan, and a cub reporter's job on the Battle Creek Evening News, Hickok moved
upward and onward. She advanced to the Minneapolis Tribune
where she became Sunday editor and chief reporter —exceptional
accomplishments for a woman of her day." Tackling the big time
in New York City, she worked in the New York bureau of the
Associated Press from 1928 to 1933, scooping her competitors
and achieving "standing with the A.P, that no other woman has
matched," according to a contemporary,^"
Hickok developed a close friendship with Eleanor Roosevelt
when she was assigned to cover her during Franklin D, Roosevelt's first presidential campaign in 1932." She gave up her newspaper job because of her intimacy with Mrs, Roosevelt, angry
because her editors expected "inside" stories on the Roosevelt
family," but she continued to exercise her journalistic skills as a
confidential investigator of relief programs for the Roosevelt administration. Later, she became a publicist for the New York
World's Fair and executive director of the women's division of
the Democratic National Committee, During World War II, she
lived in the White House as Eleanor Roosevelt's guest,"' Hickok
30. Ibid., pp, 23-24,
31. Hickok, Outline, p. 2, Unfinished Autobiography, Hickok Papers, FDRL. See
also John P. Broderick, "An Interviewer Interviewed" (unpublished article), n,d., p.
2, Hickok Papers, FDRL,
32. Ishbel Ross, Ladies of the Press: The Story of Women in Journalism by an Insider (New York: Harper & Bros., 19361, p. 204.
33. Lorena A. Hickok, Reluctant First Lady (New York: Dodd, Mead & Lo.,
34. Hickok to Malvina Thompson (Eleanor Roosevelt's secretary), 23 July 1949,
Hickok Papers, FDRL.
35. Hickok to Eleanor Roosevelt, 7 Nov. 1940, ibid.
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died in 1968, after moving to Hyde Park to be near Mrs. Roosevelt and writing several books, including a biography of Eleanor
Roosevelt, Reluctant First Lady (1962).
The unfinished autobiography was recently found among
Hickok's papers, which were given to the Franklin D. Roosevelt
Library with the stipulation that they not be opened until ten
years after her death. Although scholarly interest has centered
on Hickok's exchange of correspondence with Eleanor Roosevelt,
portions of the autobiography itself merit attention. Certainly, it
provides an exceptional picture of a hired girl's life, since few servant girls developed the talent for reporting on their own lives
that Hickok possessed.
In addition, the autobiography gives an unparalleled portrait of
the women who populated South Dakota small towns in the years
after the frontier closed. It is impossible after reading it to classify small-town women simply as "housewives." Obviously, there
were tremendous individual differences among them—differences that Hickok perceived quite clearly. They offered her varying role models, all of which she rejected in favor of seeking a
career. Yet, perhaps the diversity of types that these women
represented provided Hickok with the strength to find her own
place in the world. Hickok learned from her employers that
women were not all alike, that each was a separate person, and
from that, she may have subconsciously developed her own independence.
In the introduction to her partial autobiography, written in the
1950s, Hickok commented on the changes in the United States
during her lifetime, describing Americans as "still pioneers, frontiersmen, in their outlook when I was born."'' She saw the world
in which she had grown up as one of "unlimited opportunity, few
restrictions, no regimentation — the Golden Age of Individualism."" She decried the fact that it had vanished in favor of regimentation and increased government control. Looking back to
her days as a hired girl, she commented on how different her life
would have been in the 1950s: "I am pretty certain that, had I
been turned loose at the age of fourteen, in the world as it is today here in America, to beat my way around earning a precarious
living as an untrained domestic servant, the welfare agencies, the
social workers, the psychiatrists, and the juvenile court would
36. Hickok, Foreword, p. 1, Unfinished Autobiography, ibid.
37. Ibid., p. 3.
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By 1934. Lorena Hickok and Eleanor Roosevelt were good friends,
traveling together on vacations and official trips. Here, the two women
are photographed with Paul Pearson, governor of the Virgin Islands.
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have nabbed me, and I should not have been permitted to work
out my own destiny with the aid of generous friends along the
way. 'the chances are I'd have been sent away somewhere to be
trained to be a good servant. Undoubtedly I'd have been better
cared for, safer —but think of the fun I'd have missed!""
38. Ibid., pp. 3-4.
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